MorphoTrust USA, Manufacturer of 80 Percent of The
Country’s Driver Licenses, Announces All Factories Now
ISO Certified
Billerica, Mass. – May 17, 2016
MorphoTrust USA (Safran) announced today that its factories, which manufacture 80 percent of
the US driver licenses, have all achieved a high certification for superior security standards in the
credential process from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). The certification,
ISO 14298, governs security printing and specifies the highest possible security requirements for
certain printing systems. MorphoTrust is the only manufacturer of driver licenses in the US that
has achieved this certification. MorphoTrust also previously received the North American Security
Product Organization (NASPO) certification on each of its factories where driver licenses are
produced, making MorphoTrust the only driver license producer to receive both the ISO and
NASPO certifications on all of its factories.
“We are in the business of protecting identities,” said Dennis Kallelis, Chief Security Officer,
MorphoTrust. “Getting all our factories ISO certified further validates our commitment to our
customers, the states, to ensure we are handling their citizens’ identities with a level of privacy
and security that is second to none.”
MorphoTrust’s security printing management system complies with relevant laws and regulations
in force, and also demonstrates MorphoTrust’s commitment to assisting customers in becoming
compliant with the REAL ID Act. The ISO certification is renewed annually.
*****
About MorphoTrust USA
MorphoTrust USA (Safran) is The Identity Company, delivering solutions and services to commercial
businesses and government agencies that enable trusted transactions – in person or online – wherever
identity matters. From individual enrolment, to document authentication, and biometric/data matching
against trust sources, MorphoTrust offerings verify that individuals are who they claim to be before issuing
permissions and/or secure credentials. The Company’s solutions product 80 percent of the U.S. driver
licenses and IDs – the most trusted identity document in the U.S. Other programs include U.S. passports
and passport cards, as well as border management, public safety, banking and travel. IdentoGO Centers
by MorphoTrust provide over 1100 convenient locations for fingerprinting and other identity-related services
to over 4.5 million customers annually.
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